The Guelph CPA and KW Woodstock CPA are pleased to announce to return of both the Cash Cup and
the MVP Tournaments THIS SESSION. You read that correctly. THIS SESSION.
There will be some significant changes with these events in terms of size and qualification as the
decision has been made to run them individually for C09 and C34, and to also to run them each session
as opposed to annually as we used to.
Payouts will be announced with each tournament as dates are posted and is subject to change based on
team counts and other factors.
As always, with the way things have been lately, everything is always subject to change.
For now, here is the current qualification structure for each Tournament.
Cash Cup
To qualify for the Cash Cup a team simply needs to win their division title (first place in the division) or
win the division playoffs. It’s that simple.
The format will be a split table, Toledo style, race to 8, single elimination format using both 8-Ball and 9Ball. It will include both 8-Ball and 9-Ball teams.
MVP Tournament
The MVP tournament will no longer be divided by division and skill level. For a player to qualify for the
MVP tournament they simply need to be in the top 48 in C09, and top 32 in C34 in terms of league wide
points per week standings. Players will need to have played a minimum of 6 matches with the team
that session in order to be eligible. Those players will earn the right to play in the Session ending MVP
tournament. There will be an MVP Tournament for both 8-Ball and 9-Ball. The MVP format will be a
single elimination tournament with full race matches that will be seeded by skill level. The League wide
MVP standings will be posted a few times a session on the league website, beginning in week 6 or 7.

We are extremely pleased to be able to bring back these two tournaments starting this session, so
please pay attention to both the Facebook Groups and the League Websites as we post further
information on dates, payouts and eventually, qualified teams and players.
Gord, Chris and Rita.

